A large deformation finite element analysis solution for modelling dense sand
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ABSTRACT: To capture the softening behaviour of dense sand, an extended Mohr-Coulomb model was developed using a critical state framework. The model extends Bolton’s correlations to capture dilatancy and peak strength, and is compatible with the remeshing and remapping strategies used in large deformation finite element analysis. This model is initially being used to simulate the behaviour of sand layers during foundation and spudcan penetration into uniform and stratified soils, but is applicable to a variety of problems that cannot be accurately simulated using conventional M-C plasticity alone.

RÉSUMÉ : Pour attraper le comportement s'adoucissant de sable, un modèle de Mohr-Coulomb étendu a été développé en utilisant un cadre critique d’état. Le modèle étend les corrélations de Bolton pour capturer la dilatance et la résistance de pic, et est compatible avec les stratégies de remaillage et remappage. Ce modèle est initialement utilisé pour simuler le comportement des couches de sable lors de la pénétration du caisson vers les sols feuilletés. Donc, il sera applicable à une variété de problèmes qui ne sont pas bien capturées en utilisant la plasticité M-C conventionnelle.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sand can display dilation and strain-softening during shearing under certain stress and relative density conditions. There are numerous constitutive models developed to capture these characteristics (Manzari and Dafalias 1997; Li et al. 1999). However, to be able to implement such a constitutive model into finite element software for large deformation analysis, a relatively simple model is essential with the minimum of control variables involved. This is to ensure that the large deformation analysis can be kept stable.

Large deformation of sand has not been analysed widely since large deformation doesn’t occur in general when a conventional foundation is placed on sand. However, when foundations – such as the spudcan foundations beneath offshore drilling rigs – are placed on sand overlying clay in offshore design, it is more likely for the sand layer to experience large deformation (Yu et al. 2010). Although large deformation of layered soils has been studied extensively for stiff clay over soft clay soils using large deformation FE analysis (LDFE) and centrifuge tests, fewer LDFE studies for sand over clay conditions have been executed since to date no suitable modelling approach exists for efficient simulation of the large strain behaviour of sand.

This paper describes an investigation into the dependency of bearing capacity on the large strain characteristics of sand. An extended Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model was developed, which features strain-dependent hardening and softening using a critical state framework. The model uses state dependent dilatancy and friction angles. The controlling relations have been calibrated for a number of well-characterised sands, demonstrating that the model is capable of accurately simulating the volumetric and softening behaviour of sand.

The extended CSMC model coupled with LDFE shows great potential to capture sand behaviour through large deformations in a simple and efficient computational framework.

2 CRITICAL STATE MOHR-COULOMB (CSMC) MODEL

2.1 State dependent dilatancy angle and friction angle

Using the critical state concept, Been and Jefferies (1985) proposed a state parameter, Ψ, to identify the current soil density state and to predict the subsequent shearing behaviour. The state parameter, Ψ, is defined as:

Ψ = e − e₀

where e is the current void ratio; e₀ is the critical state void ratio at current stress. The state parameter Ψ can be used to indicate the current volume change tendency of the sand and be linked to the dilation angle (Jefferies 1993; Manzari and Dafalias 1997; Li et al. 1999; Li 2002).

Been and Jefferies (1985) reported that both the peak friction angle, φp, and dilatancy angle, ψ, decrease with increasing Ψ. This idea can also be extended to loose sand where negative dilatancy (or contraction) occurs. A simple single parameter relation can be written as:

\[ \tan \psi = -A \Psi \]

where A is a constant and is suggested as 1.2 (Li et al. 2013). The parameter A serves as a scale factor to the dilatancy angle, and it influences dilatancy angle in both the negative and positive regions of the state parameter Ψ, i.e. both dense and loose sands.

For a better fit to experimental data, a three-parameter relation can be written as:

\[ \tan \psi = A (1 - \exp^{\phi_0(\Psi) - \phi_0(\Psi_0)}) \]

where m, n are constants; n is a parameter controlling the curve shape; m is a parameter majorly influenced the curve shape with positive state parameter, i.e. loose sand.

Bolton (1986) linked peak friction and dilatation angles by:

\[ \phi_p = \phi_c + a \Psi \]

where φc is critical friction angle; a is a constant. However, the value of a varies with soil stress condition and soil type (Li et al. 2003). Thus, the energy equation proposed by (Taylor 1948) is preferred here:

\[ \tan \phi = \tan \phi_c + \tan \Psi \]

Combining Eqs. 3 and 5, the relation between the mobilized friction angle and soil state parameter Ψ is illustrated in Fig. 1 with the variation of parameter A. The current state-dependent dilatancy angle and friction angle can be substituted into any modified Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model such as the hyperbolic MC model (Abbo and
Sloan 1995). This extension allows the MC model to capture soil hardening and softening behavior based on a critical state concept.

3 MODEL CALIBRATION

To implement state-dependent dilatancy and friction angles in the extended Mohr-Coulomb model developed here, the following parameters must be selected through the model calibration process (see Li et al. 2013 for further details):

(1) Soil critical state line (CSL). A power relation (Li and Wang 1998) can be more accurate than the conventional log-linear CSL for sand under a confining pressure no more than 2MPa:

\[ e_v = e_c - \lambda \left( \frac{P}{P_0} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}} \]

where \( e_c \) is the critical void ratio at mean effective stress \( P \); \( e_v \) is the critical void ratio as mean effective stress diminishes to zero; \( P_0 \) is a reference pressure taken as, \( P_0 = 101 \text{ kPa} \) (atmospheric pressure) for convenience; \( P' \) is the mean effective stress; \( \lambda \) is the slope of CSL in \( e \) versus \( (P' / P_0)^{1/n} \) plane, which is similar to the conventional compression index; \( \lambda' \) is a dimensionless constant. In this paper, \( \lambda \) is also termed as compression index and \( \lambda' \) is termed as compression power for convenience. For sand, \( \lambda' \) is typically 0.75 and the compression index can be estimated as 0.01C_u where \( C_u \) is the power for convenience. For soil, \( \lambda' \) is estimated as 0.85\( e_{min} + 0.15 e_{max} \) where \( e_{min} \) and \( e_{max} \) are the maximum and minimum void ratios of the sand.

(2) Dilatancy parameter \( A \) for Eq. 2 or dilatancy parameters \( A, m, n \) for Eq. 3.

(3) Young’s modulus \( E \) and Poisson’s ratio \( v \). The stiffness of sand varies with void ratio and stress state. Good predictions can be made using the following equation (Hardin and Richart 1963; Wang et al. 1990; Li et al. 1999; De and Basudhar 2008):

\[ E = E_0 \left(2.97 - e\right)^{\frac{1}{1 + e}} \left( \frac{P'}{P_0} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}} \]

where \( E_0 \) is suggested as 6–10 MPa (Carraro et al. 2009). The bulk and shear moduli, \( K \) and \( G \) can be calculated by the usual elastic relations from \( v \) and \( E \).

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF CSMC IN LDFE

4.1 LDFE with RITSS technique

Large deformation FE (LDFE) analysis is conducted by remeshing and interpolation technique with small strain (RITSS) (Hu & Randolph 1998a, b). This approach is coupled with a finite element package named AFENA (Carter & Balaam, 1995). To avoid large mesh distortion and achieve large deformation simulation, a series of small strain analysis increments (using AFENA) are combined with fully automatic remeshing of the entire domain, followed by interpolation of all field variables (such as stresses and material properties) from the old mesh to the new mesh.

During the mapping of field variables, some mapping error is inevitable. The fewer number of variables that must be carried to describe the current material state, the less error will be introduced after each mapping, thus the more accurate and convergent the large deformation analysis. When CSMC constitutive model is implemented to the LDFE/RITSS, void ratio \( e \) is the only extra variable required to be interpolated in addition to the stress field. Thus, numerical stability can be kept.

In the mesh generation/remeshing algorithm, the angle in one triangle element is limited in the range of 26–111. Two criteria are used to trigger mesh refinement: (1) the distortion ratio \( p \) (which is the shortest distance from the mid node to a straight line joining the corner nodes, divided by the length of that straight line) exceeding 0.02; (2) the ratio between the maximum and minimum element edge lengths exceeding 100.

4.2 Biaxial test

The calibration of the model parameters is illustrated using a single element simulation of a triaxial test and by a fully meshed simulation of a biaxial test, both in Ottawa sand (Alshibli et al. 2003). The close match of the prediction and the experimental data for a single element triaxial test provides the model parameters \( A = 0.36, m = n = 0.75 \) (Fig. 2).

When the calibrated parameters were applied to the bi-axial element test conditions, a much lower peak is observed (Fig. 3). However, if the dilatancy angle is increased, as the parameter \( A \) in equation 2 is raised from 0.36 to 0.6, the CSMC model shows a similar peak as the experimental data (Fig. 3). Bolton (1986) has also suggested that the dilatancy angle in plane strain test is about 1.6 times of that in triaxial test. This shows that different parameters might be needed for triaxial and biaxial test conditions. In the biaxial test, the softening behaviour is captured very well.

![Fig. 2 Model calibration by single element triaxial test](image-url)
5 BEARING CAPACITY OF A FOUNDATION ON SAND

The bearing capacity of circular plate on sand is analyzed by both limit analysis (using the ABC program, Martin 2004) and LDGE. In soil with self-weight the bearing capacity factor $N_q$ is often coupled with $N_c$ although the two parts are not simply superposable. An $N_q$-$N_c$ bounding index $\xi$ is defined as:

$$\xi = \frac{vd}{q_{surf}}$$

where $vd$ is a representative self-weight stress beneath the footing and $q_{surf}$ is the surface surcharge. The coupled $N_q$ and $N_c$ bearing capacity can be characterized by an integrated bearing capacity $N_{eq}$ that varies with $\xi$ and is defined as:

$$N_{eq} = \frac{q_e}{q_{surf}}$$

Limit analysis using ABC shows that the integrated $N_{eq}$ factor for a rough circular foundation can be approximated as (Fig. 7):

$$N_{eq} = e^\frac{2\pi\tan\phi + 1}{1 + 0.0025z}$$

where $\phi$ is the soil friction angle and $z$ is the depth from the surface.

The geometry of the specimen affects the shearing behavior. Biaxial simulation results with different sample aspect ratios are shown in Fig. 6. The $\varepsilon_A$-$\varepsilon_V$ relation is nearly identical in all three cases. However, the $\varepsilon_A$-$\varepsilon_V$ relation is dependent on the aspect ratio of the soil specimen and the shape of shear band formed.

Strain localization is critical in explaining some laboratory test results where after the peak, the deviatoric stress, $q$, often decreases to a stable value much earlier for axial strain than volume strain (Samieh and Wong 1997; Salgado et al. 2000; Alshibli et al. 2003). In Alshibli et al. (2003), the stress starts to oscillate around a stable value after 10% axial strain, whilst the volume strain continuously increases even over 25% axial strain. Once a “central” shear band of soil at the critical state is formed, the apparent shear strength of whole sample reaches the critical value. However the volume of whole sample still increases with yielding of soil at the margins of the shear band (Fig. 5).

The geometry of the specimen affects the shearing behavior. Biaxial simulation results with different sample aspect ratios are shown in Fig. 6. The $\varepsilon_A$-$\varepsilon_V$ relation is nearly identical in all three cases. However, the $\varepsilon_A$-$\varepsilon_V$ relation is dependent on the aspect ratio of the soil specimen and the shape of shear band formed.

Strain localization is critical in explaining some laboratory test results where after the peak, the deviatoric stress, $q$, often decreases to a stable value much earlier for axial strain than volume strain (Samieh and Wong 1997; Salgado et al. 2000; Alshibli et al. 2003). In Alshibli et al. (2003), the stress starts to oscillate around a stable value after 10% axial strain, whilst the volume strain continuously increases even over 25% axial strain. Once a “central” shear band of soil at the critical state is formed, the apparent shear strength of whole sample reaches the critical value. However the volume of whole sample still increases with yielding of soil at the margins of the shear band (Fig. 5).

Strain localization is critical in explaining some laboratory test results where after the peak, the deviatoric stress, $q$, often decreases to a stable value much earlier for axial strain than volume strain (Samieh and Wong 1997; Salgado et al. 2000; Alshibli et al. 2003). In Alshibli et al. (2003), the stress starts to oscillate around a stable value after 10% axial strain, whilst the volume strain continuously increases even over 25% axial strain. Once a “central” shear band of soil at the critical state is formed, the apparent shear strength of whole sample reaches the critical value. However the volume of whole sample still increases with yielding of soil at the margins of the shear band (Fig. 5).
\[ N_q = \exp \left[ \tan \phi \left( 1 + 0.91 \tan \phi \frac{\xi}{1 + 0.0025\xi} \right) \right] \]  

However, plasticity limit analysis involves certain assumptions: (1) an associated flow rule, i.e. \( \psi = \phi \); (2) rigid plastic strength. The FEM method can consider the effect of soil stiffness and soil dilatancy angle on bearing capacity factor and the CSMC model allows the progressive changes in strength and stiffness during bearing failure to be captured.

Calculations of the \( N_q \) bearing capacity factor for a circular plate on weightless sand have been performed using LDFE and the MC model. The results show that both stiffness and dilatancy angle have a significant influence on the soil bearing capacity. The bearing capacity factor \( N_q \) varies by up to 50% for a realistic range of stiffness. The variation of \( N_q \) induced by the variation of dilatancy angle is no more than 15%. An empirical relation can be drawn for the estimation of \( N_q \) as:

\[ N_q = (0.6 - 0.06 \ln \frac{E}{D}) e^{2 \tan \phi} \]  

For the plate on weighted sand, the integrated \( N_q \) is found to vary with soil stiffness, soil weight, soil dilatancy range and soil dimension (as shown in Fig. 8). The FEM results (Fig. 9) show that the integrated \( N_q \) approaches its ultimate value \( N_q^* \) if \( \xi \) is smaller than 2, as follows:

\[ N_q = \left( \frac{0.015E}{D} + 0.3(0.65 + \sin \psi) \right) e^{2 \tan \phi} \]  

For all the cases, the integrated bearing capacity factor \( N_{q*} \) can be written as (see Fig. 8):

\[ N_{q*} = \frac{0.45E}{D} \left( \frac{\xi}{\tan \phi} \right) e^{2 \tan \phi} \]  

\[ N_q \leq N_q^* = (0.95 + 0.009) \left( \frac{E}{D} \right)^{\tan \phi} \left( \frac{\xi}{1 + 0.02\xi} \right) \]  

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, the classic Mohr-Coulomb (MC) model is extended to simulate soil hardening and softening behaviour based on critical state (CS) soil mechanics. Friction and dilation angles are linked with soil state parameter in an MC model. This new critical state Mohr-Coulomb (CSMC) model is verified by single element tests and large deformation finite element (LDFE) analysis using the RITSS method. The newly developed CSMC model can be easily applied to large deformation analysis and shows good stability.
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